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PUBLIC TRANSPORT � NORTHERN SUBURBS 
Standing Orders Suspension � Motion 

On motion without notice by Hon Norman Moore (Leader of the House), resolved with an absolute 
majority � 

That the standing orders be suspended so far as to enable an urgency motion to be moved.  

Urgency Motion 

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Nick Griffiths): I have received the following letter �  

Dear Mr President  

I hereby give notice that pursuant to Standing Order 72 I intend to move; 

That this House as a matter of urgency, expresses its grave concern that the new State Government 
does not understand the public transport needs in northern suburbs and in particular the growing 
congestion that will occur on north-south roads if projects like the Butler train station are not 
commenced immediately.  

Yours sincerely 

Hon Ken Travers MLC 
Member for the North Metropolitan Region 

The member will require the support of four members in order to move the motion. 

[At least four members rose in their places.] 

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan) [4.32 pm]: I move the motion. 

I commence my remarks by making it very clear that the extension of the northern suburbs railway line to Butler 
is an important and integral piece of transport infrastructure in the northern suburbs of Perth. The failure to build 
that piece of infrastructure as a matter of priority will create parking chaos at existing railway stations along the 
northern suburbs line. It will create chaos and massive congestion on Mitchell Freeway, Wanneroo Road and 
Marmion Avenue, and it will also have significant implications for Main Roads and the way it manages traffic 
on Mitchell Freeway in the future. The extension of the northern suburbs railway line to Butler cannot be 
delayed; indeed, it should commence immediately.  

Last week I asked the Minister for Transport whether he had received any advice or briefings before announcing 
that the government would not immediately commence construction of the Butler railway station, and, if the 
answer was yes, I asked him to detail that advice. I also asked him whether he was aware of the congestion that 
would occur on Mitchell Freeway if construction did not commence immediately. My question was the new 
Minister for Transport�s first question. Despite all the complaints he made in opposition about the way in which 
questions were answered in this place, he failed to answer the two points that I asked in the question. Instead, the 
Minister for Transport gave a rather childish answer about how the extension of the northern suburbs railway 
line had not been part of the Liberal Party�s election commitments. That was the sole point he made when he 
answered my question. He failed to provide an answer about the two substantial matters to which I referred. The 
reality is that governments come and governments go. When governments change, about 90 per cent of 
government business continues. Not everything that the new government will undertake was referred to in an 
election promise. It will do certain things because they need to be done. The Butler railway station is not a new 
project of which members of this house were not aware; indeed, the project was developed a considerable time 
ago. The most important event in progressing the project occurred in 2006 when the then government 
commenced the master planning process for the northern suburbs railway line.  

Hon Simon O�Brien: Why didn�t you finish it?  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Hopefully after he has sat in his new job for long enough, the Minister for Transport will 
learn that in order to build a railway line, the government must undertake a master planning process. When that 
process is finished, patronage numbers and potential routes need to be confirmed. The final stage is the 
construction of the railway line. This project did not come out of the blue. Given the long lead-time in Australia 
and around the world for obtaining new rail carriages, some time ago the previous government placed an order 
for 15 new three-car sets, four of which were to be used to commence construction of the Butler railway station. 
In 1999 this house passed the legislation that is required under the Public Works Act 1902 for the extension of 
the railway line to Butler. As a result, the City of Wanneroo had certain expectations. In September 2007, the 
state government issued a document entitled �Infrastructure Projects in Western Australia�. That document was 
intended to be used by companies that were looking to relocate to Western Australia as a guide to some of the 
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major infrastructure and projects that the Western Australian government had planned to undertake. The 
extension of the northern suburbs railway line to Butler was one of the projects listed in that document. It was 
unfunded, but once the master planning was completed, it was expected that the extension of the northern 
suburbs railway line would commence at an estimated cost of $112 million. The minister can say that the 
extension of the northern suburbs line to Butler was not an election promise; however, it is one of those projects 
that should have continued no matter who won government. Forget that. Is it needed?  

Hon Simon O�Brien: I�ll forget that! 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The minister obviously has forgotten that point.  

I will outline the implications that will arise if the government does not respond to this issue. I refer to the 
population growth in the outer northern suburbs of Western Australia. In 2001 the Western Australian Planning 
Commission predicted that the population of the City of Wanneroo would reach 105 500 by 2006. Growth in that 
area was so exceptional that the population reached 115 500, which is some 10 000 additional people. In 2001 it 
was projected that the population would reach 129 700 by 2011. Recent predictions for the City of Wanneroo 
suggest that the population should reach 157 900 by 2011. Many residents in the City of Wanneroo will live in 
areas that surround the Butler and Clarkson railway stations and within the Butler catchment. As an aside, the 
2001 WAPC projections for the growth in Rockingham, Kwinana and Cockburn were just about spot on. Why is 
that? The demographers cannot explain it, but when there is rapid growth in Western Australia, it occurs in the 
outer northern suburbs of Perth more so than the metropolitan areas. The company engaged by the City of 
Wanneroo has arrived at some good predictions about the likely growth in the suburbs surrounding the Clarkson 
and Butler train stations. By 2012�the date that the Public Transport Authority�s master plan process 
recommended the new station be open by�an estimated additional 18 535 people will live within suburbs that 
are in the direct catchment area of the Clarkson and Butler railway stations. As an aside, in relation to the point I 
made earlier about the fact that these issues go on from government to government regardless of who sits on the 
government bench, the metropolitan transport study conducted in 1996 by the then Liberal government set a 
target to increase the mode share of public transport trips into the Perth central business district from a then 
35 per cent to a 50 per cent share by 2010. Therefore, this issue about getting more people off roads and onto rail 
has been going on for some considerable time. 

We will see massive population growth; we have seen it over the past five to eight years. We have had 
population growth in the outer northern suburbs of about eight per cent, which is faster than growth anywhere 
else in Western Australia, and I think it is the second fastest-growing local government within Australia. 

One problem we face in the northern corridor is that we have very low levels of employment self-sufficiency. 
The northern suburbs were designed for about 72 per cent employment self-sufficiency, but it currently only has 
about 40 per cent employment self-sufficiency. What does that mean? To go to work, people need to go out of 
the northern suburbs and there is only one direction�and that is south. The issue of the congestion created as a 
result of those people travelling south was raised in this house by Hon Ray Halligan on 15 May 2008; therefore, 
again, it is not a new issue for members sitting on the other side who are now in government. I do not know 
whether the Minister for Transport has received any advice about the congestion issue because he did not answer 
my questions. If he had, he would know from Main Roads that the congestion on the Mitchell Freeway is already 
extensive. There are very few options to increase the capacity of the Mitchell Freeway other than by doing some 
sort of engineering solution of double-decker roads, which I think would be very unpopular, or resuming land 
alongside the freeway.  

I make this prediction today: if the minister does not build the Butler railway station, we will see that Main 
Roads will propose that he will need to start to think about things such as variable speed signs to control speed 
on the Mitchell Freeway during peak hours and installing traffic lights to control the flow of vehicles onto the 
freeway during peak periods. That is my prediction. If the minister does not get on with this project as a matter 
of urgency and he delays it, those will be the options to control the congestion on the Mitchell Freeway that he 
will be left with. What would those options do? They would push the congestion out onto the surrounding roads; 
namely, Wanneroo Road, Marmion Avenue and, in the northern area, Connolly Drive�roads that already suffer 
congestion. 

The Butler railway station would provide for about 1 900 all-day boardings�that is, people who basically come 
into and out of the city�and 700 car bays. It would take 1 800 cars off local roads, such as Connolly Drive, the 
Mitchell Freeway and Marmion Avenue. If the minister does not get on with this project, the implication will be 
congestion on those northern suburbs roads. More importantly, think about what will happen to those 700 cars 
that would otherwise be able to park at the Butler railway station. Drivers will look to park at the Clarkson 
railway station, which is already full by about 7.30 am. When people cannot park at the Clarkson railway station, 
they will drive down the congested Connolly Drive and seek parking at the Currambine railway station; 
consequently, people will need to get to Currambine railway station even earlier in the mornings to get a parking 
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bay. That process will leapfrog down the freeway as every car park starts to fill up even earlier in the morning. 
Therefore, we are talking about not only the people of Butler, but also people who park at Currambine, 
Joondalup, Edgewater, Greenwood and all the railway stations down the line. All those cars will stay on the road 
and will create congestion. Again, the people who live in all those areas that I just outlined will find that their 
road will be congested, whether it is Wanneroo Road, Mitchell Freeway or Marmion Avenue; they are already 
overcrowded. Therefore, this issue is not about saying �Oh, it wasn�t one of our election commitments�; it is 
about a government getting on with the job and following the processes that were already in place. The 
legislation was there, the master planning was done, the railway carriages had been purchased and some of the 
earthworks had already commenced. It had been clearly signalled that it is necessary to get on with this project, 
not because it is a fancy piece of infrastructure, but because the implications of not getting on with it are 
dramatic. The Minister for Transport will be responsible, and I let members know now that I will hold him 
accountable as we watch the chaos on the freeway worsen over the next four years. I will hold him accountable if 
he does not get on with this project and the car parks fill up even earlier day by day along the northern suburbs 
line. That is why the minister needs to get on with this project. He should forget about whether he thinks it was 
an election commitment or not; it needs to be done. To not do so will create problems. Hon Peter Collier�s 
constituents will go to him about this issue.  

As a final word, I was at the Butler shopping centre a couple of weeks ago. I can tell members that the people at 
the shopping centre had every expectation that the northern rail extension would be built, and they are very 
angry. They are angry throughout Butler, Yanchep, Two Rocks and right across the northern suburbs. As people 
start to lose their parking bays at Currambine and Greenwood stations, they too will become angry. As 
congestion gets greater on the Mitchell Freeway, Wanneroo Road and Marmion Avenue, those road users will 
get angry too, and this will be because this transport minister could not get on with the job. 

HON ED DERMER (North Metropolitan) [4.46 pm]: I certainly hope that the Minister for Transport has 
acquired a capacity to listen; I strongly recommend that to him. I am very pleased to support the motion moved 
by the shadow Minister for Transport, although it is with serious concern that I consider the failure of the Barnett 
government to understand the needs of the people of the northern metropolitan suburbs. That failure has made 
this motion necessary and a matter for concern. The northern suburbs railway is certainly an essential service for 
the people in those suburbs�the people that the shadow Minister for Transport and I have the privilege to 
represent. The ever-increasing population throughout those suburbs was very clearly explained by the shadow 
minister, and it should be evident that with that increase in population there is a need for further enhancement of 
the public transport service in that region. That evidence is obviously clearly understood by the shadow minister 
who articulated that today. I think the Barnett government has very seriously let the northern suburbs residents 
down, with the Minister for Transport failing to commit to the northern rail extension. I say that the minister 
failed to commit to that extension up to Butler based on an article that appeared in The West Australian dated 
31 October. The article states � 

Transport Minister Simon O�Brien refused to commit to the northern rail extension yesterday, saying 
only that it would be considered in a $6 million transport master plan promised during the State 
election. 

If in response to this motion moved by the shadow Minister for Transport, the transport minister today in this 
house committed the government to the extension of the rail service, I, for one, would be delighted. I am sure 
that the shadow Minister for Transport would be similarly delighted, and so would the many residents � 

Hon Simon O�Brien: What planet are you on? 

Hon ED DERMER: � whom we represent in the northern metropolitan region. Not only am I well aware of 
what planet I am on, Minister for Transport, I am also well aware of the city that I live in and the North 
Metropolitan Region that I represent. 

Hon Simon O�Brien: It�s the first time in four years that I�ve heard you represent it! 

Hon ED DERMER: I wish the Minister for Transport would demonstrate not only some dignity as appropriate 
to the position he has acquired, but also a capacity to listen to people and understand the evidence. 

Hon Simon O�Brien: We moved to suspend standing orders to allow you to have this debate. 

Hon ED DERMER: That is true, and I know the Leader of the House understands the dignity of his position, 
and I was not surprised by that move on his part. I wish his general respect for the traditions of this Parliament 
would be taken up by many of his colleagues, including his deputy. 

The absence of public transport foresight by the Barnett government is in keeping with the record of Liberal 
governments of Western Australia. This is in sharp contrast with the record of Labor governments led by, for 
example, Hon Peter Dowding and Hon Carmen Lawrence. They understood the importance of providing an 
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enhanced public transport service to the northern suburbs, and that understanding led them to establish the 
current northern rail service. It is important to acknowledge that those Labor governments had the foresight to 
understand that need. It is no less important to acknowledge that in addition to that foresight, those Labor 
governments had the drive for and commitment to that understanding to achieve a realistic solution to the needs 
of the people of the area. The Barnett government would do very well to understand the history, to look at the 
foresight and commitment demonstrated by past Labor governments and to operate in a similar mode. It would 
do very well to understand the evidence, as very clearly articulated by the shadow minister, to respond to the 
evidence with foresight and to provide the services in anticipation of the future need. Importantly, the Barnett 
government would also do very well to show a commitment to generate a real improvement in services, as was 
shown by the former Dowding and Lawrence-led Labor governments. That tradition was continued through the 
period of the Gallop and Carpenter Labor governments, who, led very capably by Hon Alannah MacTiernan as 
the former Minister for Planning and Infrastructure, did enormous work to extend the rail service to the southern 
suburbs�I might add through the electorate represented by the minister�and south to Mandurah. 

Both foresight and commitment were needed to make that railway service a reality. This is in contrast to the last 
Liberal government, which acknowledged the need for an extended rail service to the south but which made a 
misguided decision to operate the service through Kelmscott. That decision would have resulted in the neglect of 
suburbs that now enjoy the service that was provided through the time of the Gallop and Carpenter governments. 
For example, many of my constituents in the North Metropolitan Region acknowledge that they have benefited 
enormously from the southern rail extension initiated and brought to reality by the former Minister for Planning 
and Infrastructure, Hon Alannah MacTiernan. They understand the importance to the people in the northern 
suburbs because, of course, the southern rail extension enhanced the value of the northern rail service that was 
provided under the Dowding and Lawrence-led Labor governments. One small example of this is that many 
students in the northern suburbs enjoy the capacity to study at Curtin University of Technology and Murdoch 
University courtesy of the initial Dowding and Lawrence governments� northern rail service, followed up very 
capably by the Gallop and Carpenter governments� southern rail service that was led and brought into effect by 
Hon Alannah MacTiernan. The students who study at Curtin and Murdoch universities but who reside in the 
northern suburbs now have access to a direct rail service. That is just one example of how much the rail service 
enjoyed by the people of the northern suburbs, courtesy of the Dowding and Lawrence-led Labor governments, 
was enhanced by the southern rail extension that the former Minister for Planning and Infrastructure was able to 
realise.  
It is clear that governments must be ahead of requirements, must anticipate need and must respond accordingly. 
The history is with Labor governments of Western Australia. The history of failure to achieve in this field is with 
Liberal governments of Western Australia. I sincerely hope that this Liberal government will prove to be 
different. For that to happen, perhaps the Minister for Transport could use his ears a little more than his mouth, 
listen, understand the evidence and appreciate the record that was achieved by previous Labor governments. I 
might add that as well as the southern rail that was brought to reality by the Gallop and Carpenter governments, 
there was also the enhancement of the northern service through to Clarkson station. The shadow Minister for 
Transport clearly understands the evidence. The shadow Minister for Transport clearly understands the needs of 
his constituents. The shadow Minister for Transport has articulated those needs to this house. I understand them. 
Hon Ray Halligan understood those needs when he articulated them to the house in the last Parliament. I recall 
engaging with Hon Ray Halligan in that debate. I only hope that the Minister for Transport will listen, will 
understand and will endeavour to enhance the service. The need is desperate. The point must be made for people 
who use the freeway and other main roads in the southern and northern suburbs in which they live to reach their 
places of employment, as well as for those who use the train service. I wish it were more practical for me to use 
the train service. Whenever I use it with my family on weekends I certainly enjoy the experience, but I 
understand that the experience would be less enjoyable if the service was overcrowded. The rail service must be 
enhanced. I hope the Minister for Transport understands also the importance of enhanced bus services that must 
follow from an extension of the railway service, and that he takes this advice seriously, takes some action, uses 
some foresight and makes some commitment to deliver rail services on the ground. 

HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [4.56 pm]: I take this opportunity to comment on this urgency 
motion and to thank Hon Ken Travers for raising this matter, as it is an issue about which we in the Greens (WA) 
have similar concerns. Our concerns are not just about the potential for further traffic congestion, which of 
course is an issue. For us this issue indicates the direction that this incoming government is taking on public 
transport. Our concern is that there will be potentially a return to the good old days of roads, roads, roads. This is 
not just an issue about the more roads we build, the more cars will be encouraged to use them. It would be only a 
matter of time before those roads would become congested and there would be a need to build bigger freeways 
or alternative routes. There are also implications for other factors, of which the previous minister for transport 
seemed to be well aware; that is, Perth is facing two crises. One is steeply rising oil prices and the second is 
climate change. Both those challenges will impact heavily on how people in Perth travel to work, to school and 
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in general. If the decision not to extend the railway line to Butler results in a move away from a commitment to 
public transport, it will have very serious implications for a significant portion of people in the metropolitan area. 
I am aware, as member for North Metropolitan Region, that the outer edges of the metropolitan area are where 
public transport infrastructure is critically needed. It is inevitable that expenditure on private car movement in 
the metropolitan area will escalate dramatically. What we need is an integrated plan not only to extend the heavy 
rail system, but also to establish linkages into that heavy rail system using light rail infrastructure. If we do not 
plan and start to invest in this, not only we will see increasing congestion on the roads in the medium to short 
term, but also in the long term the expenditure that people make on private car transport as a proportion of their 
disposable income will escalate dramatically. At the moment it is only the relatively strong Australian dollar that 
is preventing a major blow-out in retail petrol prices. With world oil prices still well above $US100 a barrel, and 
forecasts by some to rise as high as $US200 in the near future, it is a concern to us if the trend is to simply revisit 
tired, old policies that have been around since the 1950s. 

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
[Continued on page 49.] 
 


